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The business cycle remains in Stage 1. Stocks have made a higher high, but we need to
see a higher low to con�rm a new uptrend. We don’t want to rush calling this a new Bull
Market when we are still navigating through a mine�eld. China unexpectedly cut rates
on economic weakness, which is breaking from other central banks who are in rate
hiking cycles.

Technology moved into the Leading quadrant as the Q3 Bear Market Rally continues to
mature. Real Estate has moved from Lagging to Improving as markets are front running
the idea of Fed slowing rate hikes or cutting rates in 2023. Sector Rotation overall
continues to suggest a bullish bias.

Stock Indices are reaching minimum targets as momentum begins to pick up, setting up

for possible climatic behavior. Technicals show no threatening signs of stopping yet.

“In the morning, when you can’t get out of bed, tell yourself: I’m getting up to do
the work only a man can do. How can I possibly hesitate or complain when I’m
about to accomplish the task for which I was born? Was I made for lying warm in
bed under a pile of blankets?”

- Marcus Aurelius -
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Bonds (Blue). Stocks (Green). Commodities (Gold).

Stage 1 - Commodities are falling as global economies begin to weaken. Bonds stop
their decline and start to improve in anticipation of monetary loosening and
accommodative policies.

Asset Rotation
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Bond ETFs - HYG, TLT. Stock ETFs - DIA, IBB, IWM, IYT, QQQ, SMH,
SPY. Commodity ETFs - DBA, GLD, USO.

Biotech (IBB) is the �rst stock ETF to move from Improving to Leading. All other Stock
ETFs are in the Improving quadrant heading towards the Leading quadrant.

Oil (USO) is still on the same down to the le� course as last week as it nears entering the
Lagging quadrant. Gold (GLD) and Agriculture (DBA) are in the Lagging quadrant

which suggests sustained weakness, but are showing some short term bullish signs as
they turn towards the Improving quadrant. Again, no rushing in here.

Bond ETFs are in the Improving quadrant as Long Bonds (TLT) continue to build a
signi�cant cause. With this bullish technical backdrop for bonds, it is interesting to see
the People’s Bank of China (PBOC) leading the way with rate cuts as the other central

bankers are raising rates (Fed, ECB, RBA) or holding steady (BOJ). China is the second
largest GDP in the world and clearly in the Stage 1 business cycle with bearish
economic headlines. Growth Slows. Real Estate Crisis. Covid Lockdowns. Is China
leading the way for the other Central Bankers?

Asset Analysis
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“It’s always darkest before the dawn.”

- Thomas Fuller -

Wall Street Journal

CNN

The Economist

Reuters
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CBON - China Bond ETF

Sector Rotation
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Improving

Discretionary, Communication Services, Financials, Real Estate.

Leading

Industrials, Health Care, Technology.

Weakening

Energy, Consumer Staples, Utilities.

Lagging

Materials.

Sector Rotation overall continues to provide a bullish background to this Q3 Bear
Market Rally.

Technology moves from Improving to Leading which is expected as the rally matures.
This is when we should expect Technology stocks to be in their markup phase and
making moves towards their target areas.

Sector Analysis
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Real Estate moved from Lagging to Improving which looks to be a sign of front running
the fed slowing down rate hikes or cutting rates. As rates slow down or head lower,
mortgage rates will follow right along. When looking at the National Association of

Realtors Housing A�ordability Index (below), we can see that the average monthly
payment has gone from $1,265 in June 2021 to $1,944 in June 2022, a 54% Increase in one
year! Mortgage rates have moved from 3.03% to 5.60%, and the percentage of income
changed from 17.5% to 25.4%.

Housing demand still remains resilient with demand picking up as soon as rates

perform any sort of dip. If rates do start to come down and consumers remain resilient,
could Real Estate enter into another signi�cant bull run?

The Charts
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Major Stock Index Daily Charts

Major Stock Index Intraday Charts

S&P 500 (SPY) and Nasdaq (QQQ) have reached their minimum targets which suggests
this Q3 Bear Market Rally is most likely entering its �nal phase. Dow Jones (DIA) and
Small Caps (IWM) still have 2-3% to go, so we should fully expect that this rally
continues. We can’t count out how much momentum might come in at the end of this

rally, and currently we don’t see any threatening signs on the intraday charts.

Technical Analysis
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Targets

SPY $429 - $449 (Minimum Target Met!)

QQQ $328 - $347 (Minimum Target Met!)

DIA $346 - $363 (~1.9% higher from today)

IWM $206 - $216 (~2.7% higher from today)

We are not registered as a securities broker-dealer or an investment adviser either with the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission (the “SEC”) or with any state securities regulatory authority. We are neither licensed nor qualified to provide
investment advice. Any individual who chooses to invest in any securities should do so with caution. Investing in securities
is speculative and carries a high degree of risk; you may lose some or all of the money that is invested. Always research your
own investments and consult with a registered investment advisor or licensed stock broker before investing. Past
performance is not indicative of future results. To the fullest extent of the law, we will not be liable to any person or entity
for the quality, accuracy, completeness, reliability, or timeliness of the information provided in this website, or for any
direct, indirect, consequential, incidental, special or punitive damages that may arise out of the use of information we
provide to any person or entity (including, but not limited to, lost profits, loss of opportunities, trading losses, and
damages that may result from any inaccuracy or incompleteness of this information).
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